
GRAPH TRANSFORMATTONS - PRACTTCE QUESTTONS

1.

Pictured below is the graph y = f(x).

The point P is a point on the graph, w.ith co-ordinates (1, -A).

(b) y = -f(x)

(t /3)

r't j

' r 1t, -3;

What are the co-ordinates of point P when y : f{x} is transformed to:

{a) y=f{x} +5
( t re)

(c) y=f(x+31 
(_Lr_3)

(d) y = f(-x)

2.

Pictured below is the graplny = g(x).

The point Q is a point on the graph, with co-ordinates (4, 4 r.

what are the co-ordinates of point e when g(x) is transformed to:

(a) y = -g(x)
(a ,*L+)

(-ll-j)

(b) v=s,*-2t 
(6t+)

(c) y=s{E-8

(+/-+)
(d) v = g(-x)

(-t+ rh )



What are the co-ordinates of point R when h{x) is transformed to:

(a) y=h(x) +7
(-Lr\o)

J.

Pictured hrelorv is the graph y = h(x).

The point R is a point on the graph, with co-ordinates t-2,3lr.

(b) y = h(-x)

(b) y = i{-x}

(+ rt)
(c) y =i{x) + 10 

?+r 41

(d) y: -i(x)

U+r\)

(z/i)
(c) y = -h(x)

(-z / -3)
(d) y=h(x-2)

(m,3)
4.

Pictured beiow is the graph y = i{x}.

The point S is a point on the graph, with co-ordinates (-4, -1).

What are the co-ordinates of point S when i{x} is transformed to:

{a} y=i(x+21 
(*Ar*l)

R (-2, 3l

s t-4, -1.1



5.

Pictured below is the graph y = f{x).

The point P is a point on the graph, with co-ordinates {1, -1}.

Sketch the lollorving graphs on the axes trelor,v, clearly lai:elling point P:

(a) y: -f{x}

(b) v: f(x) + 1

I Ct ro)

(c) y=f(x+ 1;

f (r/ t)

P t1, -1l

?tpr



6.

Pictured below is the graph y = f(x).

The point P is a point on the graph, with co-ordinates {-L,7lr.

Sketch the follou,ing graphs on the axes trrelow, clearly label1ing point P:

(a) y: f(x - 3)

(b) -v = f(-x)

(c) y=f{x) -5

P(-ir

I

i

i
I

I

I

,

I

l

i

1i\
t*)

a

]

I

P {-1, 7}

P t2-/'7)



7.

Pictured below is the curve y = f(x).

The curve has stationary points at (-8, 3) and (1, 0).

Sketch the follol,',ing curves on the axes bel:rv, clearly laL:eltring their stationary priints:

{a) y=f(x-3)

(b) y=f{x) +6

(c) y = -f{x}

(*ly})

tq, o)

(-trq\

[-8,-3)

(t,o1

Lt,a\



8.

Pictured below is the curve y = f(x).

The curve crosses the x axis at x = -3 and x : 4, artd has stationary point (1, -6)"

Sketch the foliow'rng curves, ciearly labeiiing urhere they cross the x axis and their

stationary point:

(a) y = f{-x}

(b) y:f{x+21

(-1i6);

(1, -61



9.

Pictured beloq, in black is the curve y = f(x), with minimum point (-1, -3).

The curve is transfbrmed into the yellow- curve, rn'ith minimum point. {3, -3).

Write down the equation of the yellow cllrve.

3--?c><-+)
10.

Pictured below in black is the graph y = f(x), with point P with co-ordinates (-2, 4).

The graph is transformed into the blue graph, changing the co-ordinates of point P to

(-2, -4)'.

The graph is also transformed into the red graph, changing the co-ordinates of point P to

(-2, -U.

(a) Write down the equation of the blue graph"

i= -VCz)
{b) Write down the equation of the red graph.

l-2, -Ll

y={ax\'-3

t-1, -31

l'2,41



i1.
Pictured belouz is the graph y: f(x).

The point P is the stationary point of the graph, with co-ordinates (-2, 3).

What are the co-ordinates of point P when y = f(x) is transformed to:

(a) y = f{-x) (r,-s)
(b) y=f{x+2} +3

(-al-*
(c) y=7-f(x)

{ *, tr\
f \1\L)

12.

Pictured below is the graph y : f(x).

The point P is the stationary point of the graph, with co-ordinates {2, 1Ol.

What are the co-ordinates of point P when y : f{x) is transformed to:

(a) y:f(x-3) -8 r- A \{;/ z)
(b) y=f(-x) +1

/ , r\
VLI lt)

P {-tr,



13.

Pictured below is the curve y = f(x).
The curve crosses the x axis at x - -2, x: 4 and x = 11.

Sketch the following curves, clearly labeliing where they cross the x axis:

(ai y=f(x+4)

(b) y = fi-x)

(c) y= -f(x-2)



14"

Pictured below in black is the curve y = f(x), with stationary point {1, 4l'.

The curve is transformed into the yellow curve, with stationarJr point l-4,6l,.

(a) Find the equation of the yellow curve.

y: FCx#5) +L

(b) On the axis below, sketch y : -f(x), cleariy labelling the stationary point of the curve.

{c} On the axis below, sketch y : f{-x} - 4, cleasly labelling the stationary point of the

curve.

(t r<r)

(-t,o)


